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False, destructive ways of pleasure
Leave, and court a nobler

In the starry realms above,

In the starry realms above.
False, destructive

ways of pleasure Leave, and court a nobler treasure,

Leave, and court a nobler treasure, In the star-

ry realms above,
In the star—

—ry realms a—bo—ve,
Leave, and court a

—no—bler treasure, a— no—bler treas—

—ure, In the star—ry realms a—bo—ve.
Here, though Folly's sons defy me, Yet in vain they
seek to fly me, 
Yet in vain they seek to 

fly me, While through all the world I rove, 
While through 

(ad lib.)

all, through all the world I rove. a tempo 
colla voce

Dal Segno ♫

Dal Segno ♫